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7. Rules for inclusion of competitions using the Sailplane Grand Prix rules

Rating of Sailplane Grand Prix
Sailplane Grand Prix World Finals will be rated as Category 1+.
Qualifying SGPs will be rated as Category 2
All Grand Prix competitions will be subject to the application of Ranking List calculations as defined in section 5 of these rules to determine their Rating and Quality factor.

Pilots Rating score.
Only the top ten Pilots receive a Pilot Rating Score.
Pilots Rating Score = 400 x (point score / max point score) + 600
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Short term focus for Ranking group.

- Improving the Quality of the presentation
- Improving the information in the pilot details
- Automatic entry of contest results
- Improving the credit control
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Longer term focus for Ranking group

- Development of the contest liaison
- Development of the Pilot database
- Change to pilot based sanction fee
- Creation of Simglide International Pilots Ranking